Chapter 1.
ORGANIZING:
A SUMMARY OF ORGANIZING FOR POWER USING
THE CONSTANT GOALS ORGANIZING METHOD
1

“Organizing is providing people with the opportunity to become aware of
their own capabilities and potential.”
— Fred Ross, Sr., labor and community organizer2
“[W]hen it comes to conflict, a personal relationship cannot substitute for
a power relationship.”
— Saul Alinsky, organizer and founder of the Industrial Areas Foundation3

INTRODUCTION
e start with three important generalizations. First, THE MOST EFFECTIVE union
representation is “organizing for power.” Organizing for power ensures an outcome:
POWER! Organizing practice repeatedly demonstrates organizing for power to be
successful in creating the long-term, sustainable union power necessary to achieve shared union goals
based on members’ collective self-interests. As such, it differs significantly from other approaches to
union representation, including “Organizing the Unorganized.”

W

Second, organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals method is THE BEST
PROCESS for building and applying union power. The Constant Organizing Goals method (“the
COG method”) is a sequential, continuous process for constant progress and improvement. The COG
method has proven a logical system for ensuring powerful, effective organizing. In combination,
organizing for power and the COG method unite and balance ends and means. Together, organizing
for power and the COG method combine outcome and process in an integral, systematic unity of
purpose, direction, and action. Together, organizing for power using the COG method creates a
cogent, consistent, mutually reinforcing approach for building and applying union power. Organizing
for power using the COG method works—if they are both contentiously employed.
Third, to build and apply power UNIONS MUST ALWAYS START-OFF RIGHT—at the
beginning. Over and over again, organizing practice shows there are no quick, easy shortcuts to
power. Therefore, all effective organizing must begin with a “relational” component that builds and
maintains power from the bottom up. In any campaign, Relational organizing functions4 should be the
1

The “Listen” menu on this DVD can start a presentation on the “Foundations of Organizing” concepts discussed in
this Chapter. The DVD’s “ \Presentations “ folder includes a copy of the presentation file.
2

ROSS, AXIOMS FOR ORGANIZERS, supra, p. 15.

3

MARION SANDERS, THE PROFESSIONAL RADICAL: CONVERSATIONS WITH SAUL ALINSKY p. 23 (NY: Harper & Row, 1970).

4

All organizing is “relational” in the sense that organizing can only be done through interactions with and the support
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first of a union’s organizing actions. The relational component of the COG method motivates,
inspires, and enables people to join together in their own union. Once inspired, it creates and
maintains members’ commitment to join together in directed, concerted actions. Thus, unions must
start with their own genuine commitment to establish strong, binding relationships with their
members. These public relationships constitute the essential foundation for real, sustainable power
over the long-term. In the COG method, relational organizing establishes public relationships5 through
commitments and quid pro quo interchanges driven by shared goals and mutual self-interest and
guaranteed by mutual accountability. The Relational function of organizing is not a “touchy-feely”
process and it is not about making “new friends.” Relational organizing may result in making “new
friendships” (in the sense of allies, coalitions, communities of interest, etc.), but it is not about feelings
and it is not the sole or ultimate goal of organizing. While essential, the COG method’s Relational
component is only one of the necessary organizing functions required to build and apply union power.
To be successful, organizing must also employ interpretive actions to help people understand their
own power and capabilities. Organizing must also employ influential actions to help them mobilize
and apply their power to effectively achieve their objectives.
In the chapters that follow, this GUIDE explains the concepts, principles, and dynamics of
organizing for power and the processes, procedures, and practices of the COG method. We believe
this GUIDE demonstrates the applicability of these three generalizations—both in organizing
campaigns governed by labor law and collective bargaining schemes and in other organizing efforts
(including issue and political organizing). And we believe this GUIDE demonstrates the worth and the
might of organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals method. This GUIDE illustrates
how unions, union leaders, organizers, and rank-and-file members can conscientiously employ
effective organizing to succeed on their own terms.

I.
THE NATURE OF ORGANIZING FOR POWER
A.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSTANT ORGANIZING GOALS METHOD
All organizing involves people banding together to build power to achieve a mutual selfinterest. Organizing for power using the COG method can be characterized as an ongoing, logical
method for achieving union objectives (including the reallocation of power & resources and
accomplishing other organizational change), through a continuous cycle combining:
<

LISTENING: To build power through strong public relationships. Organizing team members
form public relationships by sharing “stories” with and between the union’s members. These

of other people. Effective organizing is “relational” in the sense that it derives power and understanding from the strong
“public relationships” it builds with and among union members and their allies. Organizing creates these strong public
relationships by bringing people together in a commitment to act in their common interests.
5

The term public relationship distinguishes relationships built through organizing from “personal” ones. For example,
an NSO staff union president can build many strong public relationships with a number of the leaders of NEA local
affiliates. They may all act together in an organizing campaign to pursue the shared goal of protecting public education.
Despite the strong, active public relationships built through such a campaign, the staff union president may not have a
personal relationship with any of these local leaders. For more on the distinction between public and private relationships,
see EDWARD T. CHAMBERS, ROOTS FOR RADICALS: ORGANIZING FOR POWER, ACTION AND JUSTICE, pp. 73–79 (NY:
Continuum International Pub., 2004).
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public relationships are based on:

<

<

<

•

Members’ shared visions of a desired future, core-values, and interests;

•

Members’ shared view of the union’s mission; and

•

The mutual commitment to pursue the goals of the union’s members.

PLANNING: Strategic navigation or planning to:
•

Formulate the union’s measurable objectives which will attain its members’ shared
goals;

•

Assess the constraints and opportunities present in a union’s particular environment(s);
and

•

Identify the strategies and tactics needed to actually accomplish these objectives.

ACTION: With a specific organizational purpose, WE (i.e., the union and its members)
collectively focus on a concrete issue by publicly engaging an identified person or group of
people—the organizing target—to cause a particular reaction from the target.6 These public
actions nearly always involves democratic, committed, collective, concerted activities to
deploy the strategies and employ the tactics that actually accomplish the union’s
objectives.7 Union public organizing acts usually involve one or more of three primary
functions. Organizing actions serve:
•

Relational functions by establishing the public relationships that build new sources of
power from interests and resources which did not exist before the organizing action.

•

Interpretive functions by leading people to a better understanding of their lives, their
unions, their environment, and their labor movement and its role in society. The
Interpretive function of organizing actions also leads people to better understand how
they can act to change their lives, their work, and their society for the better.

•

Influential functions by focusing and mobilizing peoples’ committed, collective action
and their other resources to apply the pressure and produce the reaction necessary to
pursue their common interests and attain their shared goals.

EVALUATION: To ensure progress through a process of:
•

Ongoing, consistent, and systematic assessment of union actions; and

•

Regular adaptation or adjustment to ensure that the strategies unions deploy and the
tactics they employ actually produce progress toward the achievement of the unions’
measurable objectives so that unions can eventually attain members’ shared goals.

Our experience demonstrates that some permutation of these four steps are essential components of all
consistently effective approaches to an organizing campaign. In some way or another, unions must
always listen, plan, act, and evaluate to ensure an organizing campaign will be successful. All
powerful, consistently effective approaches to organizing share these four essential components.
The COG method is always a deliberate step-wise process: LISTEN, PLAN, ACT, and
EVALUATE. Often, the steps in a COG cycle are also sequential. Figure 1.1 illustrates these four steps.
6

Accord MICHAEL GECAN, GOING PUBLIC pp. 50 – 51 (Boston: Beacon Press, 2002).

7

The need for action in union organizing is well accepted. As early as 1887, Samuel Gompers said: “The Labor
movement, to succeed. . . , must work for present and tangible results.” Leader (July 25, 1887), quoted in, SAMUEL
GOMPERS, 2 THE SAMUEL GOMPERS PAPERS (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986). It remains equally true today.
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Thus, a COG cycle consists of four logical, interconnected steps: LISTEN, PLAN, ACT, and EVALUATE.
The COG method is a continuous, dynamic
process. The end of one cycle systematically
leads into the beginning of the next cycle. Figure 1.1
Figure 1.2, below, represents both the cyclical
A Four Step Organizing Model
and the continuing nature of effective
organizing using the COG method by
illustrating two COG cycles. Through
repetition of the four steps in these cycles, the
COG method assures continuous progress.
Using the COG method, an obstacle to
organizing can always be reanalyzed and the
union can apply a new Action Plan.8
After nearly three decades, organizers
have repeatedly demonstrated that the COG
method ensures organizing success. The COG
method is an effective approach for organizing
for power—regardless of the purpose or type of
organizing or of its specific objectives (e.g.,
“organizing to support bargaining” to reach an
acceptable agreement; or, “political organizing”
to elect union-friendly public officials or NEA
affiliate leadership who value organizing and understand the critical role of staff expertise and
collaboration; “issue organizing” to solve a problem; etc.).

Figure 1.2
Two Cycles of the Constant Organizing Goals Method

Effective organizing campaigns share certain essential characteristics, which are discussed in
greater detail below. However, there is almost never a single, one “right” way in organizing for power.
8

Unions frequently follow the steps in a COG cycle sequentially. Despite this practice, the COG method is not an
invariably sequential cycle of LISTEN, then PLAN, then ACT, then EVALUATE, then back to LISTEN. To be effective, unions
must often perform several of the step simultaneously. And, occasionally, a step in a particular cycle is not needed. Thus,
the COG Method is not a “stage model.” The COG Method, in Appendix 1, infra, examines the logic of the COG
method for continuous union organizing success and as a continuing organizational progress model in more detail.
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For example, organizers emphasize differing characteristics of the COG method in the two
representations9 of the “four step” model shown in Figure 1.3, below. Even in illustrating the nature
and operation of COG cycles, we employ alternatives for specific purposes.10 The “three step” model
shown in Figure 1.3, below, illustrates a slightly different formulation of the COG method. Figure 1.4
illustrates that the COG method is not a “stage model.” That is, the steps in the COG method are not
intended to function as a strict, linear sequence. Rather, the COG method operates as a dynamic,
synergistic process in which step progression is determined by organizers’ “situation awareness”11 and
particular organizing needs.

Figure 1.3
Alternative Representations of a Four Step Organizing Model

Listening must be an integral part of every union activity and action. By emphasizing that listening to
members continues to be a part of the COG method at every stage, this representation graphically
illustrates why a rigid or unvarying linear progression is an inappropriate model to guide organizing. It
also illustrates that accomplishment is the core of the Constant Organizing Goals method. As the
image suggests, five Constant Organizing Goals provide a consistent, powerful foundation for all
effective organizing. The five Constant Organizing Goals are:
Power
Leadership
Alliances
9

These models are variously referred to as: the Constant Organizing Goals method and Relational Organizing. Not
only does the nomenclature vary, but the models can be illustrated in a variety of ways to emphasize certain of its steps and
the characteristics of the activities conducted during each step.
10

Organizers for NEA affiliates vary the labels for the elements of their organizing methods to emphasize certain steps
or phases and the characteristics of the activities conducted during each step. For example, organizers for the Washington
Education Association describe the method’s steps as: “Sharing Stories; Interpret & Research; Action: Winning,
Negotiation, Collaboration; Reflection & Evaluation.” California Teachers Association organizers train the same method
but call it the “COG method” and referring to the steps as: “LISTEN, PLAN, ACT, and EVALUATE.” Regardless of variations
in nomenclature, the organizers do essentially the same things in their organizing activities. The COG Method, in
Appendix 1, infra, provides several alternative graphic representations of the COG method and Relational Organizing.
11
“Situation awareness” refers to the working understanding of the people, groups, and circumstances in the union’s
organizing environments needed to plan and act effectively during a campaign.
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Communication
Evolving objectives and programs
These five goals establish and maintain the power-base for strong, disciplined union action. The five
goals are easy to remember: The first letters of each of the Constant Organizing Goals combine to
form a simple pneumonic device: the handy acronym, “PLACE.” By working to achieve these five
goals, every union can always “assert its proper PLACE.” This is what the five goals mean in
practice:
1. Power — Build and maintain power through organizing (to equalize power or achieve real
parity with the union’s employer or other adversaries);
2. Leadership — Identify leaders and develop new leadership opportunities (to create
opportunities for new people and new roles for existing leaders);
3. Alliances — Establish public relationships to develop and nurture internal and external
Alliances (with groups, individuals and organizations based on shared interests that go beyond
superficial, pro forma, or paper coalitions);
4. Communication — Build and implement effective, ongoing communication with both
members and non-members and with allies and potential allies (that maintains and nurtures
public relationships by going beyond occasional newsletters or group meetings); and
5. Evolving objectives and programs — Formulate and adopt objectives and implement
programs that grow and evolve with the union (to engage and involve members and
potential members; to make progress and move the union ever forward).
Remember: “Power precedes program!”
All unions require power to implement
relevant, useful programs that progress Figure 1.4
toward attaining their members’ goals.
A Three Step Organizing Model
Thus, these five goals combine to guide
union actions by setting out a constant,
consistent, powerful purpose and
direction.
This image of the organizing
model dynamic, in Figure 1.4, also
expressly identifies Alinsky’s Iron Rule
(“Never do for others what they can do
for themselves”) as the overriding
principle governing all the union’s
organizing acts. The foundation of this
representation rests on the reality that
unions must build power—through
Relational and Interpretive organizing
actions—before they can effectively
mobilize their members to execute
Influential actions. It also illustrates that
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listening to members is essential to progress at each step in the COG method.

B.
A SUMMARY OF THE CONSTANT ORGANIZING GOALS METHOD
Fred Ross’ definition reminds us that organizing, “provides people with the opportunity to
become aware of their own capabilities and potential,” Organizing for power is THE most effective
approach to union representation precisely because it intentionally builds upon peoples’ own
capabilities and potential. It relies on union members’ own power. Nonetheless, effective organizing
for power depends on both a clear understanding of the Constant Organizing Goals method and
conscientiously adherence to its steps. Understanding is the first step to applying power. The following
sections explain the foundation principles of the COG method. These sections begin by describing
organizing for power using the steps in the Constant Organizing Goals method. To convey an
intuitive, common-sense understanding of the COG method, these sections then use the analogy of
building a house.12 We hope these two efforts will clearly illustrate the characteristics of organizing for
power and the steps comprising one COG cycle.

1. An Explanation of the “LISTEN” Step
LISTEN, the beginning step in a COG cycle, consists of exchanging “stories” with one another.
At its best, this exchange occurs through “one-on-one” conversations. Through the sharing of stories
in these “one-on-ones,” the union and its activists listen to unit members to identify their interests,
their values, their goals, and their vision of the desired future. By listening, a union learns what its
members want the mission of the union to be. Through listening, these stories build into a “greater
story”: a union can learn and develop the story common to its membership. In exchange, the
organizers share their own values, interests, and desired futures. Both unit members and the organizers
also share their history and heritage as people and as unionists. Through this focused listening, the
organizers can lead.
Using our house analogy, the LISTEN step of the COG method is like the conversations that
clients have with their architect about what they want to build. Will it be a single family house or an
apartment building? A craftsman-style bungalow or a Victorian mansion? Does the house need
insulation to keep out the South Dakota winters or air conditioning to make Texas summers bearable?
Is both a third bedroom and a large kitchen important to the client? The LISTEN step not only provides
unions feedback on their members’ interests. It also builds public relationships13 between unions and
their members during the one-on-one conversations and other opportunities for active listening. These
public relationships that form from exchanging “stories” with one another are like the foundation of a
house. All the rest of the construction depends on whether this footing is solid and dependable.

2. An Explanation of the “PLAN” Step
Next, the PLAN step in a COG cycle consists of an ongoing attempt to think through and
anticipate the actions needed to solve problems and achieve shared goals and objectives. While this

12

We have also found the analogy of going on a journey useful in understanding organizing for power and the COG
method. The organizing “journey” is more fully explored in the following chapters.
13

Again, we use the term “public relationship” to distinguish relationships built through organizing from personal ones.
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process is “strategic planning,” the PLAN step is not an “expert process” requiring professional
consultants. It is a logical problem-solving procedure that can and should be conducted by rank-andfile members. The PLAN step involves the following five distinct components:
1. Identify shared Goals of the union’s members.
2. Formulate measurable Objectives that will achieve the shared Goals in a specified time.
3. Assess the union’s environmental constraints and opportunities.
4. Develop Strategies to achieve those Objectives.
5. Select Tactics to implement the Strategies.
In the PLAN step, unions compile and interpret their members’ individual public stories into a “greater
story” and do whatever research is needed to exercise informed judgements make decisions. Planning
requires the union to collect information and to think through what is needed to effectively formulate
measurable objectives, develop strategies, and select tactics.
Referring back to our house analogy, the PLAN step in a COG cycle is like the process of
thinking through and developing an architectural blueprint.14 COG planning lays out and anticipates
the details of the construction (for the NSO-affiliate unions, the construction is often developing
bargaining goals and settlement standards). Like all the “sheets” that comprise an architectural
blueprint, COG planning is a methodical, systematic approach to thinking through and anticipating a
number of different action strategies and tactics needed to solve problems and build something.
Incidentally, in organizing there are “rules and regulations” that function much the same as building
codes govern construction practices. In organizing to build power for bargaining, THE LABOR LAW
governing collective bargaining functions like the building codes. THE LABOR LAW, for example,
prescribes the collective bargaining process and proscribes certain unlawful conduct (i.e., unfair labor
practices) by the bargaining parties. Like the building code, THE LABOR LAW does not guarantee that
the bargaining parties will build a good house, but it prohibits them from building a bad one.
Similarly, campaign finance and elections laws are analogous to the building code in political
organizing.

3. An Explanation of the “ACT” Step
For organizers and rank-and-file members alike, the ACT step is the most intuitive part of the
COG method. At its simplest, organizing act are whatever it takes to achieve the unions’ objectives.
Obviously, these organizing act often involve Influential “actions” employing pressure tactics to
induce concessions. This is the action members intuitively understand and commonly demand.
Even the ACT step is not totally intuitive, however. The genius of the COG method is that it
involves more than managing conflict through pressure tactics and more than merely building
relationships around community or other organizations. The ACT step reflects this genius. It includes
actions to develop organizing strategies and it systematically integrates Influential organizing actions
or functions with other essential organizing actions (e.g., “Relational” and “Interpretive” functions).15
14

Using the analogy of going on a journey, the COG PLAN step is the process of thinking through and laying out the
route to take in order to reach the desired destination (i.e., a union’s organizing goals). A union’s organizing plan can be
compared to the map or chart that the union will follow to reach this destination. The planning process can be thought of as
navigating along the way during the journey.
15

The COG method consists of some kind of “action” at each step in the process. Obviously, listening, planning,
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Members’ intuitive understanding and instinctive need for action can present issues for
organizers. Members often confuse visible results with their real cause. For example, members often
confuse “give and take” at the collective bargaining table with the underlay power dynamics which
cause employers to make concessions and seek agreements. When a union’s bargaining team
successfully achieves the union’s objectives in a particular round of bargaining, members often only
see the objectives reflected (or memorialized) in the collective bargaining agreement. They confuse
cause and effect. This frequently misleads members (and even a few staff and leaders) to the fallacious
conclusion that a union’s goals and objectives can actually be achieved by a bargaining team’s adroit
bargaining strategies and grandiloquent table-talk alone. Similarly, members often suffer from another
misconception: They confuse “mobilizing” action with organizing. Again, members focus only on
organizing’s most visible aspect, tactics. They do not see all the steps in the organizing process and
they do not understand all the essential conditions and the organizing components
that—collectively—are necessary to produce results. They fail to recognize the complete chain of
causation. Certainly, effective organizing often includes mobilizing, but it is not limited to mere
mobilizing alone. Despite their obvious importance, effective organizing also includes action that is
not directly involved with managed conflict and mobilizing for group collective action. Simply, union
action is organizing. But effective organizing does not consist of public organizing actions alone.
In fact, effective organizing actions share common characteristics. The union actions that
actually achieve genuine member goals and objectives are:
<

Goal-directed (i.e., driven by shared values to achieve shared goals and objectives);

<

Democratic (i.e., based on the collective commitment, support, and participation of the unit’s
members);

<

Concerted (i.e., entailing member-involved, group tactics that apply pressure by creating,
targeting, and managing conflict);

<

Systematic (i.e., mindfully integrated within the COG method’s sequential step process and
applying effective organizing dynamics); and

<

Multi-faceted (i.e., involving several types of strategies and tactics) public action.

Several generalizations about the actions in effective organizing campaigns characterize organizing for
power using the COG method.
First, effective action is based on a dynamic common to all effective union representation
strategies. This “progressive action dynamic” starts with “where people are” and then progressively
builds ever increasing organizing capacity. Successful organizing campaigns initially acknowledge
people’s tolerance for taking risks and willingness to engage in the targeted, managed conflict needed
to prevail. Then, action-by-action, they increasingly build union members’ risk and conflict tolerance.
This critical dynamic for increasing member commitment has long been an integral characteristic of
organizing for power campaigns:
Alinsky has a very simple method for preparing your people tactically. He advises that you go
into little battles you can win first, in order to build up your people’s confidence. He advises
that later you make alliances that get you bigger battles. In fact, this is very much akin to what

evaluating are not passive activities. However, given their nature and importance, the COG method treats them as separate
steps in the process.
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he talks about in the training of your people. His primary tactic is to get into action to stoke the
brush fires, to get your organization alive, and keep it alive.16

Second, the actions in successful organizing campaigns share another common element, a
“driving dynamic” consisting of actions that first Educates , then Agitates , then Evaluates , and finally
Escalates . Thus, effective action follows these steps:

Educate û Agitate û Evaluate û then Escalate
This dynamic drives and empowers organizing for power and the COG method’s process. This
dynamic unites action with feedback to produce better action. To be effective, feedback and
accountability mechanisms should be an integral part of all organizing actions. Moreover, the action
û evaluation feedback loop combination must be practiced each and every time a union acts. Thus,
the two dynamic interact and reinforce one another. The ”progressive action dynamic” drives the
selection and pace of individual organizing actions to increase members’ willingness and capacity to
act by building organizing successes. The “driving dynamic” drives organizing teams’ selection of a
range of actions that advance the organizational function of a whole campaign by creating the
conditions needed for organizing success. As the chapters of this Guide are introduced we will identify
other essential elements and dynamics common to all effective union representation strategies.
Third, organizing campaigns consist of a series of systematic actions. These actions are also a
progression. The actions build one on another until they achieve a pre-planned outcome (i.e., an
objective). Initial actions prepare for (i.e., build the foundation) for subsequent actions. Subsequent
actions support and frame the actions which follow.
Fourth, as alluded to above, effective actions in organizing campaigns are multi-faceted. For
example in organizing for power, effective action generally includes the strategies and tactics of:
<

Organizing;

<

Bargaining; and

<

Litigating.

In effective organizing to build power for bargaining, these separate actions are part of a general, overarching strategy that maximizes the likelihood of achieving the union’s objectives. The strategic
components of this general, over-arching strategy are:
1. An “offensive strategy” employing Organizing to:
<

Build power and

<

Exert power.

2. A “defensive strategy” employing Litigating to:
<

Legitimize the union’s organizing positions and bargaining proposals;

<

Protect unions’ organizing strategies and tactics from employer legal action;

<

Shift the balance of the parties’ post-deadlock bargaining leverage and position; and

<

Constrain and limit the range of employers’ post-deadlock “bargaining” options.

16

J. Michael Arisman, “Alinsky for Staff Organizers,” p. 5 (abridged version, National Education Association, N.D.).
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3. A “score keeping” strategy employing Bargaining to:
<

Process and identify divergences over the allocation of workplace power and resources;

<

Promote compromise in disputes over the allocation of workplace power and resources;

<

Memorialize gains and losses from unions’ organizing attempts to redistribute power and
resources in the form of a legally enforceable contract; and

<

Set the [new / dynamic] status quo on wages, hours, and conditions of employment.

Fifth, actions in organizing for power advance the specific functions necessary to prevail in the
campaign. In the ACT step, these actions in promote three primary functions. For example, the
Relational function of Alinsky-style organizing is similar to what architects and general contractors do
to bring together the financing, the subcontractors, and the materials needed to build the house. It is a
process of building power and the coalitions needed for success. It is like combining construction
financing (i.e., power) and skilled subcontractors (i.e., like our unit members and outside coalitions).
The Interpretive function of organizing actions operates much the same as the blueprint for a
house. In construction, architects draft specific blueprints that permit each subcontractor to understand
their part of the construction process. When each of the subcontractors reads the applicable parts of the
blueprints, they not only learn what the architect wants them to accomplish. They also develop a new
and greater understanding and appreciation of the construction project as a whole. This Interpretive
action provides the subcontractors with the understanding of what to do, how to do it, and why (at
least implicitly) it is necessary. This Interpretive action also “enables” the subs to take action, to apply
their skills and capabilities to the construction process. On some jobs, the subs’ interpretation of the
blueprint involves them in work that they have never done before or never done in precisely that way.
Thus, the blueprint’s Interpretive function establishes the subs’ understanding: It permits the subs to
see “the big picture” of house and how their own work “fits in.” It can also encourage them to extend
and enhance their performance to match the quality and creativity of other subs.
The Influential function of organizing for power follows the principles of Alinsky “Issue
Organizing.” It is analogous to getting the subcontractors to regularly show up at the job site and do
the work required to build the house correctly. Simplistically, Influential organizing functions are like
hammering in the nails or brushing on the paint. It is the action that gets things done. It is a pressure
activity needed to produce high quality, desired results in a reasonable time. Similarly, in our analogy,
bargaining actions are much like securing the sign-off of the building inspector. In and of itself,
negotiating (either with the building inspector or at “the table” with management’s bargaining team)
does not cause results (i.e., building the house or achieving the union’s objectives). But, it does record
the progress.
Applying our house analogy, the ACT step in a COG cycle is like the construction techniques
and practices that architects and contractors use to build the house. In organizing for power
campaigns, effective action is progressive. It acknowledges people’s capabilities, just as house
construction recognizes the skills and capacities of various trades people. Actions also establish solid
foundations and then build up to frame the contours of the campaign, like house construction frames
the walls and ceiling joists from a solid concrete foundation. Organizing actions also serve specific
functions, just like shingles and siding each perform their own function in house construction.
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4. An Explanation of the “EVALUATE” Step
The EVALUATE step is the point in a COG cycle where a union considers and reflects on its
actions to learn how to do it better next time. In the EVALUATE step, unions do the following:
1. Assess the union’s perception of its members’ goals to ensure that purportedly shared core
values and goals actually are really shared. Adjust the union’s formal statement of its goals to
accurately reflect the goals the union’s members embrace and are committed to attaining.
2. Measure the extent to which the union has achieved its formally adopted objectives to gauge
the union’s progress toward actually attaining the union members’ shared goals. Adjust the
union’s objectives to ensure that the union attains members’ shared goals in a reasonable
period of time.
3. Assess and adapt the union’s several action strategies (e.g., organizing, bargaining, and
litigation) to ensure that progress is made toward achieving the union’s objectives.
4. Assess and adapt the union’s various action tactics to ensure that they effectively and
successfully implement the union’s strategies.
5. Periodically, look at the big picture to learn. Assess the union’s actions over time. Regularly,
debrief regarding the union’s several action strategies (e.g., What worked? What didn’t work?
Why?). This periodic debriefing is THE ONLY effective way a union can learn.
6. Declare victory! Publicize the union’s success to: increase member tolerance for risk; build
member support for the union; and increase member confidence in the union’s power and
ability to accomplish its objectives. Thank everyone. Hold a celebration to build or reinforce
stronger relationships.
Each of these Evaluation activities can only be accomplished as a part of a thoughtful, rigorous,
systematic, insightful, methodical, vigorous, decisive, and accountable process. This GUIDE refers to
the such mindful processes as “thinking strategically.” It is important to understand that this mindful
evaluation process is continuous: Each and every time a union takes any action, it ought to be
evaluated to determine (among other things):
<

What did we accomplish?

<

What did we fail to accomplish, yet?

<

What did we do right / well?

<

What could we have done better?

<

What did we learn?

Applying the things we learned,
<

What are our next steps?

<

What can we do to maintain the successes which contributed to this result?

<

What will we do differently to make the result better next time?

<

How can we apply the lessons learned to our upcoming actions?
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We label these actions, “evaluation.” Other organizers17 describe these activities as “discernment” or
“reflection.” These evaluation actions may be understood as “continuous study, monitoring, and
assessment.” The COG method uses the term evaluation to convey that the step involves more than
reflection or assessment alone. It can also lead to decision-making and directive action in the form of
adaptation. The variation in nomenclature again illustrates that there is no one right way to organize
for power.
Using our house analogy, the EVALUATION step of a COG cycle is like the building inspection
of the various stages of construction. Evaluation of the union’s activities may lead to the building
inspector’s “sign-off” or it may lead to a red-tag or change order to do until the union “gets it right.”
The evaluation element ensures that the union has achieved its objectives: It is the equivalent of the
“certificate of habitability.”

5. The Limits of the Analogy
Obviously, this is an analogy: Organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals
method is not the same as building a house. The COG method differs from house building in a number
of important aspects.

Figure 1.5
A Progression of COG Cycles: The Union Power Ramp

First and maybe most important, the COG method does not end with the building inspector’s
“sign-off.” The COG method is an ongoing, continuous method for organizational progress. Union
organizing is unlike building a house (unless you think of it as the never ending process of building
the Winchester Mystery House), because the “house” is never finished. Organizing is a continuing as
well as a continuous process. In organizing for power using the COG method, organizing cycles
function as discrete parts of a continuing process: The end of one cycle leads directly to the beginning
of the next. These organizing cycles are dynamic and ongoing. The COG method consists of a
17

E.g., those with the Industrial Areas Foundation.
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continuous, dynamic succession of organizing cycles, which progressively build a union’s “power to.”
Each COG organizing cycles incrementally increases the base of a union’s knowledge expertise, and
support. For this reason, each cycle advances a union and moves it closer to achieving its objectives.
This progression assures continuous progress. Figure 1.5, above, illustrates the cyclical, continuous
and sequential operation of a succession of the COG method. It also suggests the continuous progress
produced by each COG cycle.
Second, Relational organizing functions and even the COG method are not ends in
themselves,18 like completing the house is the objective of construction. Rather, the COG method is an
approach, a method, a tool for attaining members’ goals, achieving a union’s objectives, and building
a union’s organizational health and power. In contrast, organizing for power to attain members’ goals
is an end in itself, as eagerly sought after as the final inspection in home construction.
Third, organizing for power using the COG method is based on an entirely different
relationship among people. In house building, an architect or a general contractor is the boss who
directs the construction. Conversely, effective organizing for power is a collective, democratic
endeavor. Organizing for power recognizes and champions the fact that “[w]orking people are fit to
run our own affairs.”19 In organizing for power, unit members voluntarily come and work together
under the leadership and guidance of an organizer. Thus, organizing for power may be thought of as a
“team sport.” On some occasions, however, organizers do make decisions that direct the organizing.
This is primarily limited to the direction of organizing tactics (like in strike situations), where a lead
organizer is “in charge,” makes final decisions, and gives “orders” (or at least really strong
“suggestions”). Thus, in the “team sport” of organizing, the lead organizer is the player-coach, who
calls the plays and selects which players run them. Occasionally, the lead organizer even has to
“bench” another player. Nonetheless, organizing for power never involves the “boss–subordinate”
hierarchical relationship that exists between a contractor and construction workers or in public schools
between principals and teachers. Nor does it entail the service relationship that exists between a home
owner, general contractor, and a subcontractor.
Fourth, in effective organizing for power, Alinsky’s Iron Rule governs: “Never do for others
what they can do for themselves.”20 In house building, doing the work of another construction worker
is usually “no problem,” because the desired end is completing the construction as quickly as possible.
In organizing for power, doing for someone else is unacceptable, because its purpose is not merely
completing the “building” of an organizing campaign. Organizing for power is as much about making
the “construction workers” better craftsman and the “contractor” a stronger organization, as it is about
finishing the “house.” In other words, effective organizing for power is about empowering the union’s
members and building a stronger union, not just achieving the union’s immediate objectives, (e.g., like
reaching an acceptable settlement in bargaining with an employer).
Fifth, the purpose and scope of organizing for power using the COG method is different from
house building. In house building, the purpose is to build a single structure, not a community or even a
housing development. The purpose of organizing for power is to build power by building a community
of interest. In effect, the scope and purpose of organizing for power is to build a house but also to
18

The same is also true of Interpretive and Influential organizing functions: They, too, should not be understood or
treated as ends. Thus, “getting to the strike” should not be understood as an objective, per se.
19

M. PARKER & M. GRUELLE, DEMOCRACY IS POWER: REBUILDING UNIONS FROM THE BOTTOM UP p. 2 (Detroit, Mi.: A
Labor Notes Book, 1999).
20

CHAMBERS, ROOTS FOR RADICALS, supra, p. 103.
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build an adult school, a union hall, a town governmental center, and the other mediating institutions
needed for all the homeowners’ enjoyment and prosperity. Thus, the purpose of organizing for power
is to build up the power of this community of interest to transform it into a more effective, more
democratic, better “neighborhood.”
Sixth, the environment of organizing for power is different from house building. Certainly, in
both organizing and in house building, we need to withstand the natural elements that might
undermine our foundation for organizing (i.e., our foundation is the public relationship between the
members and the union; the natural elements can be understood as employer efforts to perpetuate their
inherently self-interested control over both the workplace and the people who work there). However,
in organizing for power, organizing efforts interact with the environment in a more complex and
subtle way than in house building. Organizing efforts not only attempt to reshape their immediate
environment, they also attempt to draw power from it. Further, organizing efforts must adjust the
course to ensure forward motion in an ever-changing environment. For these reasons, navigating and
trimming the sails of a sailboat through ever-changing wind, tide, and currents may be a more
instructive analogy.
The analogies used here to summarize organizing for power using the COG method are often
helpful. Frequently, they provide an intuitive understanding of the nature and dynamics of organizing.
These analogies are not the only way to understand organizing. They may not even be the best way for
some people. Regardless, organizing for power is a logical, sequential, readily understandable process.
Certainly, it can be illustrated or represented in many ways. For example, Figure 1.6, below, illustrates
the steps in the organizing process using a flow diagram. This diagram provides an alternative for
visualizing the procedures used in the COG method. It also provides a overview of the organizing
process.

CONCLUSION
The remainder of this GUIDE is about how to build your union a good house (i.e., a strong,
effective union). In the chapters which follow, this GUIDE explores organizing for power using the
Constant Organizing Goals method. To facilitate our presentation and your comprehension, this GUIDE
breaks organizing and the COG method down into separate parts: Each chapter examines one step in
the COG method (or an aspect of organizing which requires separate analysis). This approach
facilitates presentation and understanding, but it is a mechanistic artifact of the writing process.
Organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals method is a seamless whole. The COG
method is an ongoing, continuous, dynamic process. It is not a collection of separate—though
related—parts. If you will, this GUIDE’s attempt to convey “knowledge” about organizing and the
COG method distorts the real “practice” of organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals
method, because organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals method is not about
reading about doing. Organizing for power is really about actually doing—taking action to
accomplishing something. Chapter 2 begins this process about how take effective action by explore
the nature, uses, consequences, and dynamics of power in union organizing.
The remainder of this GUIDE is about how to build your union a good house. But it is not the
mere exploration of an analogy. It is about the power of the best, most effective, most dedicated union
staff in the world. And it’s about how to use that power to build a stronger union and attain the goals
and accomplish the objectives of the union’s members.
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Figure 1.6
A Summary of the Organizing Process: A Progression Using the COG Method
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What Do We Do Now?

“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then
you win.”
— Attributed to Mahatma Gandhi, organizer and founder of modern India21
Everyone wants to belong to something bigger than themselves. Equally important, union
members want their unions to act and to actually accomplish something. This means your union must
involve its members in actions calculated to promote their own interests.
At least potentially, this GUIDE’s attempt to convey conceptual “knowledge” about organizing
for power and the Constant Organizing Goals method could distort the real “practice” of organizing.
Organizing for power using the Constant Organizing Goals method is not about reading or just
knowing about organizing. Organizing for power is really about actually doing—taking action to
accomplishing something. Alone, this GUIDE may not immediately translate knowledge into mindful,
well-considered action. Obviously, your union needs to take action, not just learn about organizing.
Effective union action employs a dynamic common to all powerful union representation
strategies. This “driving dynamic” consists of action that first Educates , then Agitates , then Evaluates ,
and finally Escalates . As such, effective action follows these steps:

Educate û Agitate û Evaluate û then Escalate
This dynamic drives and empowers organizing for power and the COG method’s process. This
dynamic unites action with feedback to produce better action. Simply, this driving dynamic helps you,
your union, and your union’s organizing team decide what do we do now? Then, take the actions
needed to actually accomplish something.
In the following section, we suggest a series of actions based on the driving dynamic. We hope
that these recommendations break any disconnect between our writing (or your thinking) about the
“Knowing” of organizing and the actually “Doing” of organizing. Your organizing team can adapt
these actions as needed for your campaign situation and your organizing environments.

A.
EDUCATE ABOUT ORGANIZING FOR POWER.
You or your union can use the driving dynamic of organizing to take effective action related to
organizing for power. First of all, you need to get started.
21

Frequently attributed to Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. There is no published record that Gandhi asserted this
description of the stages of a winning nonviolent activism strategy. However, a variant of the quotation first appears in a
1918 US trade union address by Nicholas Klein:
And, my friends, in this story you have a history of this entire movement. First they ignore you. Then they ridicule
you. And then they attack you and want to burn you. And then they build monuments to you. And that, is what is
going to happen to the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD BIENNIAL CONVENTION OF THE AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORKERS OF AMERICA p.
53 (1918).
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All effective, powerful union action begins with education. This chapter has already begun
your education on foundations of organizing for power and the Constant Organizing Goals method. In
addition, you should also:
T Review our article, Overcoming Addiction: A Twelve-Step Program for Building Power and
Revitalizing the Labor Movement, 36 (3) SOCIAL POLICY 16. Identify actions that your union
could take to overcome the status quo and transition to a more powerful organizing approach
to union representation.
T Review this GUIDE’s Step-by-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign to prepare for
educated action in your union’s organizing campaign. (You can also access this GUIDE’s Stepby-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign from the “Plan a Campaign” button on the
opening page of this DVD).
T Review A Relational Actions Progression in this GUIDE’s Resource Document 1.

B.
AGITATE ABOUT ORGANIZING FOR POWER.
Your union ought to have a well-functioning, all-year-around organizing team. If your union
does not have a standing organizing team or it is inactive, you should:
T Review step 1 of this GUIDE’s Step-by-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign and the
Organizing Structure and Organization in this GUIDE’s Resource Document 6 by
assessing your union’s organizational structures, staffing, and allocation of the roles of the
people who do the work in union organizing campaigns.
T Talk to your friends and colleagues about your union’s need to build functional organizing
capacity or revitalize your union’s organizing team. In other words, schedule and hold one-onone conversations and small group meetings with your friends, a committed core group, or
your union’s organizing team cadre. Topics considered in the discussions should include: How
to secure real commitment for organizing from your union’s governing body; an exploration of
effective organizational structures; organizing team staffing decisions; and roles of the people
who do the work in union organizing campaigns.
T Start a group or organizing team cadre that is committed to organizing. Begin implementing
step 1 of the Step-by-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign.
T Review and begin to implement step 2 of this GUIDE’s Step-by-Step Analysis in an
Organizing Campaign by identifying and building a relationship with the natural leaders in
your union. Start with actions 2 and 3 in A Relational Actions Progression in this GUIDE’s
Resource Document 1.

C.
EVALUATE YOUR EFFORT TO ORGANIZE FOR POWER.
If it is to make progress, your union’s actions must be continuously evaluated. Only by
assessing and adapting its organizing actions can your union become a more effective and more
powerful vehicle to attain your members’ goals. The best time to start evaluating is now.
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As this Guide explains in Chapter 9, the best tool for evaluation is an After Action Review
(AAR). You can assess and then adapt your efforts toward organizing for power by asking your
committed friends and colleagues to dialogue about the following seven powerful questions:
1. What were our desired outcomes?
2. What were our actual outcomes?
3. Why were the actual outcomes different from those we anticipated?
4. What should we maintain to continue to make progress?
5. What should we change to continue to make progress?
6. What did we learn?
7. How can apply what we learn to our future actions?
Your union can use these questions to conduct an After Action Review that takes full advantage of the
organizing team’s collective intelligence.
Conduct AARs on the actions you have actually taken so far. The topics considered in your
AARs will probably include:
T Self-assess what you read about organizing. As a part of this assessment, think about:
•

What key “take-aways” you learned about organizing for power.

•

What key “take-aways” you learned about the Constant Organizing Goals Method.

•

Why organizing for power and the Constant Organizing Goals Method could make
your union more powerful and better able to attain its members’ goals.

•

How you can influence your union to use organizing to better represent its members.

T Schedule and conduct AAR’s about the one-on-one conversations and small group
meetings you held with your committed core group or organizing team cadre. In these
conversations and meeting, discuss the seven questions listed above.
From now on, conduct an AAR immediately following each of your organizing tasks and public
actions, so that the participants can still remember all the relevant facts and information. Keep
records of the situation present in your internal union environment and what you learned from the
AAR.

D.
ESCALATE YOUR EFFORT TO ORGANIZE FOR POWER.
If your union is to progress at a pace acceptable to its members, it must be prepared to escalate
its actions. These escalations account for the need to adapt—to directly apply what it learned from its
AAR evaluations. Escalation also functions to improve your ability to shape and adapt to unfolding
circumstances, so that our union can survive and progress on its own terms.
If you have educated, agitated, and evaluated according the recommendations above, you are
ready to escalate. The following are potentially effective escalations in your effort to organize for
power:
T Schedule and hold one-on-one conversations with selected elected representatives of your
union’s governing body. In these one-on-one conversations, discuss:
•

Why organizing for power is the most effective means for attaining member goals.
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•

How your union can overcome an addiction to the status quo or sub-optimal practices
in its member representation.

•

Your union’s need to create a continuously operating organizing team and adopt an
organizing approach to union representation and problem solving.

T Finalize step 1 of this GUIDE’s Step-by-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign and
Organizing Structure and Organization in this GUIDE’s Resource Document 6 by
securing your union’s commitment to maintain a constantly operating organizing team with
authority to listen to the union’s members and begin to plan an organizing campaign.
T Review step 3 of this GUIDE’s Step-by-Step Analysis in an Organizing Campaign to begin
framing your union’s problems as an “organizing issue.”
T Schedule and hold AAR dialogues to evaluate your organizing team’s actions escalating the
formation of an organizing team and building relationship and a commitment to organizing
among the members of your union’s governing body. Keep records of the situation present in
your internal union environment and what you learned from the AAR.22

22
For more information about the concepts discussed in this chapter, contact Bob Lindquist at (562)478-1354 or
rlindquist@aol.com .
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